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Across

3. The leaders of any intellectual or political movement

7. The historical, cultural, and social heritage considered common to 

black people collectively

13. To bring under the ownership or control of a nation, as industries 

and land

16. A peninsula in W Asia between the Black and Mediterranean seas, 

including most of Asiatic Turkey

18. An advocate of ultranationalism

19. Claims made by the Japanese government to special privileges in 

China during World War I

21. Any system or practice that separates people according to color, 

ethnicity, caste, etc.

22. to abstain from buying or using

23. The political party founded in 1911 by Sun Yat-sen; it governed China 

under Chiang Kai-shek from 1928 until 1949 when the Communists took 

power and subsequently was the official ruling party of Taiwan

24. The refusal to obey certain laws or governmental demands for the 

purpose of influencing legislation or government policy, characterized by 

the employment of such nonviolent techniques as boycotting, picketing, 

and nonpayment of taxes

Down

1. A diplomatic policy of the U.S., first presented in 1933 by President 

Franklin Roosevelt, for the encouragement of friendly relations and 

mutual defense among the nations of the Western Hemisphere

2. A historic region in NE China: ancestral home of the Manchu

4. Incident on April 13, 1919, in which British troops fired on a large 

crowd of unarmed Indians in Amritsar in the Punjab region (now in Punjab 

state) of India, killing several hundred people and wounding hundreds 

more

5. A situation in which a country tries to protect its own economy by 

reducing the number of imports and investments from other countries

6. A nationalist ideology which defines the nation on the basis of 

shared culture

8. A statement, issued by the British government on November 2, 1917, 

favoring the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jews 

but without prejudice to the civil and religious rights of existing 

non-Jewish communities in Palestine

9. The principle of noninjury to living beings

10. The idea or advocacy of a political alliance or union of all the African 

nations

11. Intellectual revolution and sociopolitical reform movement that 

occurred in China in 1917–21

12. A person disregarded or shunned by society or a particular group; 

social outcast

14. The idea or advocacy of a political alliance or union of all the Arab 

nations

15. Emperor of Japan 1926–89

17. A stock raising, mining, or manufacturing establishment in the 

country

20. The 6000-mile (9654-km) retreat of the Chinese Communist Party 

and Red Army from southeastern China (Jiangxi province) to the 

northwest (Yanan in Shaanxi province) in 1934–35, during which Mao 

Zedong became leader of the Communist party

Word Bank

Asia Minor civil disobedience Hirohito boycott apartheid

Guomindang vanguard balfour declaration ahimsa Pan- Arabism

Economic nationalism Manchuria May Fourth Movement Good Neighbor Policy Pan- Africanism

untouchables cultural nationalism nationalization Amritsar massacre long march

Twenty-One Demands Negritude hacienda ultranationalist


